Proof. By Schroder theorem [17, p. 66, Th. 2.4.1 the value of Boolean function ranges over a Boolean interval whose lower end point is the product of the coefficients of the disjunctive form of the function and the upper end point is the sum of the same set of coefficients. Thus we have the minimum of #(X) being cup. The problem now is to find X making @(X) = cup, i.e. to solve X from the equation oX + /IX' = Cup. Put into disjunctive form, we get @'X + a'px' = 0.
X satisfying (3) is equivalent to that X makes Qi minimum. So the remaining is to solve (3) (3) is soluble since the product of its coefficients o/3' and a'/3 is zero. are: (i) the equation must be consistent, (ii) the sum of each pair of coefficients of its disjunctive form must be 1.
Condition
(ii) can not be fulfilled since at least the sum of one pair of coefficients is not 1, e.g. take S = F(1, . . . , 1) + F(0, . . . ,0), we can show S # 1. 
. ~~cn~=((~cix~)~(~,cixi)']+[x~~cixi)=O~
The consistent condition is that the product of all its coefficients should be zero, i.e. , which is the same hypersphere appeared in the above theorem. Now we proceed to consider the unweighted case when II = 3. When xi, x2, xg are given distinct points, gSp is multi-solutioned.
Ellis [2] takes h =x2x3 +x3x1 + nlxz as the only solution which is obviously incomplete.
In fact h is the orthocenter of the Boolean triangle A(x,, x2, x3). Each of the subpaces (h, Xi) (i = 1, 2, 3) is a perpendicular from the vertex xi to its opposite side determined by the remaining vertices. And h is the unique point in common of the three perpendiculars.
Further points of this kind are listed below.
( 
Application of gSp as a mathematical model for actual optimization
The rough idea of the application is to conceive Boolean points as subsets of a certain set. Boolean operations then become set calculus. Q(X) being a result of set operations is again a set. Sets are rather concrete and easier to connect with reality than Boolean points or Boolean elements. The detail of the application is introduced through the following examples.
A college makes a preliminary selection from middle schools before the entrance examination of the college. The list of the student's records of certain courses are available. It is intended to make a rule of selection by applying gSp. Let X be the group of students being selected, x1, . . . , x2 be groups of students outstanding in a special course, say xi be outstanding in math, x2 be those in literature, . . . ,x, be in athletics. Thus X' be the set eliminated, xl, . . . , x,!, be those non-outstanding in the respective course. The best selecting rule should enlist all the outstanding students and cast out all those of lower level. This happens if the rule makes all Xi, i = 1, . . . , n, go into X, i.e. Xx! = 0 and all x/ go to X' i.e. X'xi = 0. Otherwise (either Xxi > 0 or X'xi > 0) indicates the defect of the selecting rule. The larger xi 63 X be, the worse the rule is. The rule making xi CI3X least shows xi suits X best. When all the it courses are taken into consideration, Cy='=, (xi Cl3 X) = G(X) may be used as a measure for the goodness of the rule. The rule making Q(X) minimum will be most reasonable. By Theorem 7 the solution set is [ny=r xi, c:=i Xi].
What is the actual meaning of the solution ? Is it practicable? Now ny==, xi comprises students outstanding in all aspects, Cz, xi comprises students outstanding at least in one course. The intermediate represent those outstanding in more than one but not all aspects. We see the rule is good and applicable.
In order to figure out the meaning of the weight c., a new condition is bring in the above example. Suppose the selection should care of that some students will be sent abroad and students of xi are required to learn foreign language ci, e.g. ci be English, c2 be French, . . . . By Theorem 1 the solution space is [a'p, ~2 + 61. What is the physical meaning of the solution?
Is it practicable? Now cixi is the set of students, learning the ith language and outstanding in the ith course, this set should be enlisted.
And /3 = Cyzl cixi as well as each of its terms cixi should be in the enlisted set. CiX! is obviously out of the scope of selection, it should be eliminated. We see no xi appeared in (Y', so when multiplied or added by /3 = Cy=r CiXi, no xl will occur, and each term is a set of students high leveled in at least one course.
Thus the reasonable selecting rule should cover students of any of these sets (i.e. Boolean points) of [cu'fi, (Y' + p].
The term c; * . . . . c; contains c; . . -* * c~xlxz * * * x, as well as c; * * -c;x;x; . . . XL. As a selecting rule this is a leakage. An additional interview over this part may be considerable. Thus let [a/'/?', a' + /3] be the selection set with an additional interview to the set c; * . * c,', may be a reasonable selecting rule.
Another example is using the gSp model to appraise some qualitative problem or to make decision.
A factory is capable to produce m kinds of products. Each product comprises n component parts made in n workshops of the factory in an assigned level as standard. Suppose trial production is made for each product. How to pick the beneficial product based on the trial production.
We try the model of gSp again. Let Xj be the set of good pieces (i.e. up to standard ones) of jth product, ni be the set of good (up to standard) pieces of ith component part. High quality of X requires high quality of x, but overrefinement is a waste. Let us first focus on xi and X,. If some individuals of the set xi are found in Xi, i.e. Xix/ > 0, it implies xi is over refine for X,. Conversely if some individuals of xi go into Xi', i.e. Xiki > 0, it implies xi is not good enough to make Xj fine. Thus the magnitude of Xix, + X,lx, = X, @ xi is an anti-indicator of goodness of fit for xi to X,. The larger Xj @xi is, the worse the fitness be. Now we take sight of all the xi, i = 1, . . . , n, as a whole to Xi. If X, is a point in the solution space ((Y', p), Xj is a minimum point of the gSp. The product Xi is beneficial. Any X, E ((Y', p), j = 1, . . . , m will indicate a beneficial product. If Xi E ((Y', p) for all j = 1, . . . , m we may calculate @(X,) for each j and compare their magnitude, the larger be the worse. In this case (Q(X)) is more convenient. If (@(X,)1 < 1 @(X2) < . . . < I a(X it concludes that X1 is better than X2, . . . , better than X,. Here @i(X) played the part of decision function.
In order to improve the product the manager may think of rearrangement of the standards xi of the workshop. Whether the new standards being an improvement may be tested by the decision function I@(X)].
Summary. The gSp is an optimization problem of genuine (not pseudo) Boolean function. The main idea of solution is reducing the problem to solution of Boolean equations. Other type of optimization such as Boolean programming can be solved in similar manner, e.g. when the objective function @i(X) is given, its extrema M is easily obtained by the Schroder Theorem. An equation Q(X) @ M = 0 is obtained. The constraints when given in form of equations or subsumptions can be reduced to equations. Adding these equations, the solution of the resulting equation is the final solution of the programming.
Secondly the gSp gives a mathematical model of application of genuine Boolean method to deal with problems in actual reality by conceiving Boolean points or elements as sets, so that the abstract mathematics find stage to play a part in the real world. The proceeding examples show that it can solve problems in making regulations, testing the goodness of fit of some objectives to its basic factors and sometimes (@(X)1 can be used as a decision function. All these problems are qualitative problems.
The author expects further applications either in mathematical theory and practice.
